
Product Portfolio

JOIN.
LEARN.
RECRUIT.





Our open courses teach participants how to apply the latest techniques when 
searching, persuading or interviewing candidates. Our methods correspond to 
the latest HR trends in, for example, the USA. Modern recruitment is rapidly 
changing on a daily basis and it is crucial to stay up-to-date in order to succeed.

Open Courses



Duration: 1 - 2 hours
Location: location that suits your needs
Price: based on the speaker and the topic
Language: Czech or English

Do your managers want a review of the current labor market situation? Do you need to show them the difficul-
ties associated with the current demand for recruiting people? Do you want them to understand modern 
recruitment methods and show them how they can get involved in recruiting themselves?

Tailored Trainings I.

Guest Speeches

Course Content
Status of the labor market and how to recruit effectively - for HR, board members, line 
managers (Josef Kadlec or Milan Novák or Blake Wittman)
Motivational speech for recruiters, social networks, new technologies used in recruit-
ment, etc. (Josef Kadlec or Milan Novák or Blake Wittman)
Personal Branding for HR, Personal Branding for Managers (Josef Kadlec)
Recruitment and management of millennials, new trends in leadership (Milan Novák)
Social Selling (Josef Kadlec)
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Specifications:             The location, scope and pricing of the course are derived from the individual needs      
             of our clients. We would be pleased to contact you and discuss a specific proposal.

We know how to prepare customized courses for entire groups, tailored to your specific field. We will focus on 
the subject matter that you need. Those are our tailored courses – designed for companies and other groups.

Tailored Trainings II.

Customised Courses

Course Content
The content of our customized trainings can be derived from our open courses or certi-
fied trainings. It can also be designed purely for your specific needs.

Milan Novák Josef Kadlec

Blake WittmanJan Mühlfeit

Course Lecturer: Mindset & 
Energy Management, 
typology application 4Ele-
ments.

A social media lecturer and 
consultant. Founder of the 
Social Media Academy.

Jan Ženatý
Eliška
Vyhnánková

Former European Chairman 
for Microsoft and chairman of 
Recruitment Academy



Talent Sourcing

Founder of companies GoodCall and Recruitment Academy. Unconventional head-
hunter and talent sourcing architect. Author of People as Merchandise: Crack the Code 
to Linkedin Recruitment. Instructor for the Recruitment Engineering course and creator 
of the Hireconomics recruitment show. First officially certified LinkedIn recruiter for 
Eastern and Central Europe.

Josef “josé” Kadlec

Josef “josé” Kadlec, the first certified LinkedIn recruiter in Eastern and Central Europe and independent expert 
and pioneer in social media recruitment solutions, reveals his recruitment know-how. You finally have the 
opportunity to take part in this unique course designed for internal and agency recruiters, but also entrepre-
neurs and “startupreneurs” who have taken staffing into their own hands. This course will increase your 
productivity level and help you occupy more positions, giving you a competitive advantage. Through Josef’s 
detailed breakdown you will master a variety of techniques needed to excel in outbound recruitment. 

Course Objectives
Utilizing the benefits of LinkedIn, Facebook, Twitter, Instagram and other social media 
platforms for recruitment demands and boosting business performance.
Reducing recruitment costs using social media.
Gaining a competitive advantage by improving search techniques and discovering 
previously hidden resources containing potential candidates.
Enhancing the effectiveness and success rate of recruiting for hard-to-fill positions.
Expanding the number of relevant candidates.
Implementing changes for more progressive social media use.
Improving team performance .

Techniques used for searching and   
addressing candidates through social media

Duration: 1 day (9.30-16.30)
Location: Prague and Brno
Price: 9 800 Kč + VAT



Module 1 - An introduction to digital talent sourcing
• Labor markets - data and situational analysis.
• Both current and future trends in online recruitment.
• The most recent innovations in talent sourcing.
• Defining outbound recruitment strategies.

Significance of social media in modern day recruitment.

Module 2 – Searching and targeting candidates on social media
• Where to search for candidates online.
• Maximizing the use of LinkedIn People Search.
• How to uncover hidden resources containing relevant candidates (ie. hidden talent

pools).
• When is upgrading to a paid LinkedIn account worthwhile?
• How to work around or replace most LinkedIn paid services at no cost.
• What is a Boolean search and why is it a part of successful recruiters’ daily routine?
• Defining boolean operators, modifiers and search commands.
• X-Ray search and how to target and filter LinkedIn users through internet

search-engines.
• Searching across various platforms, including LinkedIn, Facebook, Twitter,

Instagram and more.
• Searching on specialized platforms, like Dribbble, Behance, Bitbucket, Github,

StackOverflow, About.me ect.
• Legally evading limitations, for example, LinkedIn Commercial Use Limit, limit for

the number of candidates shown in results, displaying candidates outside of your
network. ect. 

• Using external tools for the daily needs of both recruiters and talent sourcers.
• Automating the candidate search process.

Module 3 - Successfully contacting candidates for hard-to-fill positions
• Finding the contact information of any user under any circumstances.
• Determining the email address of almost any user around the world.
• Determining which forms of contacting candidates are the most effective.
• Measuring the effectivity of contacting candidates and improving the success rate.
• Creating messages that candidates won’t ignore.
• Facilitating recruiters’ and talent sourcers’ daily routines using Plugins

Module 4 - Modifying LinkedIn and Facebook profiles for recruitment purposes
• Analyzing the most important factors of LinkedIn and Facebook profiles when

used for recruitment.
• Customizing your Facebook profile, so work doesn’t interfere with your private

profile.
• Defining a recruiter’s main networking objectives.
• Effectively increasing the number of social media contacts (LinkedIn, Facebook

ect.) without getting blocked.

Course Content



Talent Sourcing Workshop

Josef “josé” Kadlec

This course independently follows up on the course “Talent Sourcing” and is purely devoted to searching for 
and addressing candidates via LinkedIn, Facebook and other social media and online platforms. No presenta-
tions, no slides, no exhaustive theory - just hands-on practice in searching and addressing candidates. 

Duration: 1/2 day (9.00-13.00)
Location: Prague and Brno
Price: 4 800 Kč without DPH 

Course Objectives
Transforming knowledge from theory to practice.
Using social media to recruit for real positions.
Increasing the number of relevant candidates for your positions.
Improving search techniques and methods used to uncover hidden resources.  
containing relevant candidates.
Improving your chances of success in filling hard-to-fill positions by effectively  
addressing candidates.
Practicing, practicing and practicing again. 

Practicing searching and addressing candidates via 
social media - hands-on, without a presentation

Founder of companies GoodCall and Recruitment Academy. Unconventional head-
hunter and talent sourcing architect. Author of People as Merchandise: Crack the Code 
to Linkedin Recruitment. Instructor for the Recruitment Engineering course and creator 
of the Hireconomics recruitment show. First officially certified LinkedIn recruiter for 
Eastern and Central Europe.



Searching for and targeting candidates for your position.

Selecting the most effective search method for the given position.

Finding the maximum number of candidates using various search models -
iterative, semantic, implicit, language based, etc.

Practicing the Boolean operator.

Process descriptions that can uncover other sites on LinkedIn, Facebook and
other online resources with potential candidates.

Fully understanding shortlist specification criteria, so no relevant candidates are 
disregarded.

Streamlining the search operation to save time.

Search automation.

Working with various search engines (X-ray search).

Candidate search outside of LinkedIn on platforms such as Facebook,
Instring, Twitter, or more specialized platforms such as GitHub, StackOverflow, 
and so on.

Installing and becoming familiar with plugins and tools designed to help your 
sourcing flow.

Contacting the candidate.

Technical training of all the possible ways of contacting.

Writing a message based on the user profile.

Obtaining the email and other contact information of the candidate.

A recapitulation of services and plugins used effectively contact the candidate.

Course Content



Founder of companies GoodCall and Recruitment Academy. Unconventional headhunter and talent sourcing 
architect. Author of People as Merchandise: Crack the Code to Linkedin Recruitment. Instructor for the Recruit-
ment Engineering course and creator of the Hireconomics recruitment show. First officially certified LinkedIn 
recruiter for Eastern and Central Europe.

Josef “josé” Kadlec

Senior software developer with 20 years of programming experience, Jiří Hradil, and former software engineer with 
over 10 years of experience in IT recruitment, Josef “josé” Kadlec, have united to create a unique course focused on 
recruiting IT professionals. IT knowledge is essential for recruiting IT professionals - especially in the ČR, where the IT 
job market is the most overheated in all of Europe. Do you know the difference between HTTP and HTML? Did you 
know that JavaScript and Java are unrelated? Are SCRUM and Agile unfamiliar terms? Then this course is designed 
for you.

Duration: 1/2 day (9.00-13.00) + online module
Location: Prague and Brno
Price: 5 800 Kč + VAT 

Jiří Hradil has been actively developing software since 1998, specializing in web applications. He founded 
the software company Kyberie in 2004, which developed a software for insurance brokers with a traffic 
volume of 6 million invoices and transactions worth over 2 billion CZK a year. After selling his company in 
2012, Jiří co-founded Wikilane Inc. in the USA, which offers invoicing software InvoiceHome.com. It 
currently has over 500,000 active users, is offered in 150 countries and is profitable. Jiří is well acquainted 
with Ruby, Java, PHP, PostgreSQL and MySQL. He enjoys teaching, listening to and playing rock music, 
travelling, he loves the sea and, of course, pizza.

Jiří Hradil

Course Objectives
Increasing productivity in IT recruitment, filling more IT positions and gaining a compet-
itive advantage.
Utilizing acquired knowledge in the IT sector for recruitment purposes and improving 
business performance. 
Gaining a competitive advantage by improving search techniques .
Enhancing the effectiveness and success rate of recruiting for hard-to-fill positions.
Improving the performance of IT teams.

IT Recruitment
Advanced terminology, processes and psychology 
behind IT recruitment



Offline module (4 hours – Josef “josé” Kadlec)
IT sourcing - Statistics and analytics in recruiting IT professionals.
Live Sourcing Lab - Candidate search for real positions of the participants.
Keywords for recruiting specific IT professionals on LinkedIn and other social  

 networks.
Specialized portals for IT sourcing - Github, Bitbucket, StackOverflow, and   

 more.
Examples of successful HR marketing campaigns for IT recruitment.
Psychology of recruiting IT professionals - what works and what doesn’t?
The future of IT recruitment - Robotization, VR, AI, Chatbots and other fun stuff :-)

Online module (4 hours – Jiří Hradil)
Overview of the IT field and its complexity.
IT terminology in relation to specific positions - Web Developer, Software  
Tester ect.
Description of software development procedures. 
Suggested interview questions for individual IT positions.
Trends in Information Technology.

Course Content



Neuro Recruitment 
Workshop I.

This training will help you fill more positions and give you a competitive advantage over your recruiting com-
petitors. You will be equipped with the tools and thought processes used by marketers when creating cam-
paigns for individual positions, as well as building the company brand. The training covers all aspects of brand 
building, from EVP settings to the marketing toolkit to internal HR applications to case studies. 

Duration: 1 day (9.00-16.30)
Location: Prague and Brno
Price: 9 800 Kč + VAT

Course Objectives
Defining your own employer branding strategy.
Maximizing the use of HR marketing tools.
Promoting recruitment by strengthening the company brand.
Reducing recruitment costs by using internal resources.
Gaining a competitive advantage by improving HR marketing techniques.
Enhancing the effectiveness and success rate of recruiting for hard-to-fill positions.
Increasing the number of relevant candidates and substituting ineffective recruitment 
channels. 

Employer building techniques in practice
Recruitment & HR Marketing

Jan Klusoň

Josef Kadlec
Founder of companies 
GoodCall and Recruitment

Proud Chief a co-founder of 
career showroom Proudly

Romana 
Martincová
HR & Employer Branding Manager 
at L’Oréal



Course Content
Module 1 - Introduction to HR marketing and employer branding

Analyzing the current state of the labor market.
Looking at the relationship between talent sourcing and employer branding.

Module 2 - Strategic employer branding
Examining the complex talent market in the Czech Republic.
Is employer branding a solution? What can we expect in the future?
What is essential to know before getting started with work.
What are the most common mistakes in the Czech Republic?
Employer branding built on data.
The procedure and individual steps of strategic employer branding.
Employer Value Proposition (EVP).
Case studies and processes from the Czech Republic and around the world.

Module 3 - Working with specific tools for employer branding and HR marketing
The relationship between employer branding and personal branding.
Which channels need to be supported for effective branding.
Creating, managing, and analyzing content on social media and other  

 platforms.
Working with content on social networks - LinkedIn, Facebook, Twitter, Insta 
gram and more.
Tools for automating tasks related to content management.
Analyzing content success and specific channels such as LinkedIn Company  
Pages, Facebook sites, and more.
Working with paid advertising on social networks and more (PPC advertising).
Other valuable marketing tools used in HR marketing.
What is the future of building a company brand and what technical "gadgets"  
can you use today?

Modul 4 - Praktická aplikace brandu zaměstnavatele v praxi
Employer branding at L'Oréal: What is the image of the company as an  
employer both locally and internationally.
L'Oréal SWOT analysis and statistics.
L'Oréal's approach to employer branding - EVP, local and international collab 
oration, HR collaboration in internal and external communication, social   
networking, demonstration of specific campaigns and projects.
Examples of local activities supporting the company's employer brand.
L'Oréal - Looking into the internal operation of strategy creation - from execu 
tion to evaluating initial results and presenting improvements based on the  

 experience. 



Social Networks in HR

Experienced lecturer and social media consultant. Eliška helps individuals and compa-
nies of various sizes with their communication strategy, employee selection, improve-
ment of existing profiles and passing on gained experience. She is the founder of Social 
Media Academy.

Duration: 1/2  day (9.00-13.00)
Location: Prague
Price: 4 800 Kč + VAT

Eliška Vyhnánková

The seminar is designed for HR workers and specialists who want to expand their understanding of social 
networks and apply this knowledge as quickly as possible. You will learn about the current possibilities that 
Facebook and other social media platforms have to offer the HR sector. We will compare these platforms at a 
technological and user level. You will learn the tremendous power of Facebook's Ad campaigns and practices 
that can easily be mastered without any professional experience.

What does HR marketing and employer branding offer

Course Objectives
Introducing individual social networks, their possibilities and differences.
Expanding knowledge of branding using these platforms.
Improving the effectiveness of Facebook campaigns.
Improving targeting and communicate.
Reducing recruitment costs through strategy improvements. 
Understanding the capabilities of external agencies and knowing how to set realistic 
goals.
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Module 1 - Facebook: the most popular (recruiting) social network
Facebook filtering mechanisms.
Who sees what content and why.
User psychology.
How to ensure visible organic content and build a brand.
Likes vs. fans vs. future employee.
When, what and how often to publish on Facebook.

Module 2 - Introducing other social networks and their possibilities
LinkedIn and its use.
Twitter and Instagram vs. HR.
Other social networks that are worth keeping track of.

Module 3 - Facebook Advertising Performance
Presentation of paid campaign opportunities on FB.
Promotion of posts vs. promoting through ad manager.
Ad pricing, setting them up, locating invoices.
Targeting groups that visit specific websites and finding contacts from databases.

Course Content



Unlocking Human Potential 
with Jan Mühlfeit
Jan Mühlfeit believes that individuals, organizations and states have enormous human potential that is rarely 
fully unlocked. Jan worked at Microsoft for 22 years, his last role being the European Chairman (2007-2014).

Duration: 1 day (9.00-16.30)
Location: Prague
Price: 7 900 Kč + VAT

Jan Mühlfeit is a global strategist, mentor, coach and author of bestseller The Positive 
Leader (Pearson 2016) / Positive Leader (Albatros Media 2017). His personal mission is to 
help individuals, organizations and countries around the world unlock their human 
potential. In cooperation with Kateřina Novotná, they have designed courses for 
parents, children, and students, with their newest book Unlocking Children's Potential 
releasing in September 2018 (Albatros Media 2018).

Jan Mühlfeit

Course Objectives
Focusing on strengths instead of trying to improve your weaknesses.
Finding personal exceptionality through examining strengths 
Learning to follow your heart and experience happiness along the path of success.
Directing your energy instead of attempting to control time.



Course Content
Each of us has tremendous potential, but very few people make the most of it.

Identifying your uniqueness is a step towards recognizing your calling, which 
stems from your strengths.

How to achieve your dreams by using your strengths.

In the theoretical part of the course you will learn about positive psychology and 
how recognizing your talents is fundamental to this methodology. We will touch 
on the subjects of how the brain behaves, emotions, the concept of happiness 
and many more topics that help one understand themselves better when 
explored. 

In the more practical part of the course you will receive the results of your Gallup 
Strengths Finder test. A range of exercises that will prepare you to apply your 
strengths to your everyday life and therefore optimize your performance.  



Unlocking Team Potential 
with Jan Mühlfeit

 Jan Mühlfeit

Duration: 1 day (9.00-16.30)
Location: Prague
Price: 8 900 Kč + VAT

Course Objectives
Understanding what your strengths and talents are.
Managing performance and strengths.
Developing a personal development plan.
Practicing coaching on the topic of personal development.
Understanding the individual strengths in a team.
Understanding the collective strengths of a team.
Recognizing the power of partnership through its strengths.
Utilizing the power of the team by building on its strengths.

Jan Mühlfeit is a global strategist, mentor, coach and author of bestseller The Positive 
Leader (Pearson 2016) / Positive Leader (Albatros Media 2017). His personal mission is to 
help individuals, organizations and countries around the world unlock their human 
potential. In cooperation with Kateřina Novotná, they have designed courses for 
parents, children, and students, with their newest book Unlocking Children's Potential 
releasing in September 2018 (Albatros Media 2018).

Jan Mühlfeit believes that individuals, organizations and states have enormous human potential that is rarely 
fully unlocked. Jan worked at Microsoft for 22 years, his last role being the  European Chairman (2007-2014).



Course Contents
Information and knowledge backed by years of valuable experience vital to 
understanding and coordinating business growth. Creating synergy in teams. 
Inspiring through positive leadership and achieving optimal performance 
through flow.

In the theoretical part, you will be introduced to ideas stemming from positive 
psychology, the functioning of the brain and emotions, the concept of happiness, 
leadership and many other interesting topics that are critical for self exploration 
and understanding oneself.

The second, more practical part of the course, will focus on working with individ-
ual results from the Gallup Strengths Finder test. The test is designed to identify 
the participant’s talents. Participants will learn how to utilize these talents in 
their everyday routine through a range of exercises. By analyzing individual 
talents, participants will be directed towards reaching their optimal perfor-
mance level.














































